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Alanis Morissette - Still
Tom: D

   I was shocked that nobody had tabbed this song yet, so I
had to go ahead and figure it out. It has got to be one of
her best songs ever!

There really isn't any chords until the chorus, but I just put
down some that I think sounded good.

Also, I don't know what the name of one of the strange
sounding
chords is. I think it sounds like a A7M, so that's what I'm
calling
it.

This part is kind of a mix of the sitar (or whatever that is)
and the bass guitar at the beginning of the song

VERSE 1
G#sus4                          F#sus4
x46644                          x24422
I am the harm which you inflict
G#sus4                               A7M
                                     x46645
I am your brilliance and frustration
G#sus4                                  F#sus4
I am the nuclear bombs if they're to hit
G#sus4                                  A7M
I am your immaturity and your indignance
G#sus4                            F#sus4
I am your misfits and your praised
G#sus4                        A7M
I am doubt and your conviction
G#sus4                          F#sus4
I am your charity and your rape
G#sus4                           A7M
I am your grasping and expectation

HOOK
Db    Gb                Ab
x46664     244322        466544
I see you averting your glances
Db   Gb               Ab
I see you cheering on war
Db     Gb                Ab
I see you ignoring your children
G#sus4              A7M
And I love you still
A7M             G#sus4
   And I love you still

VERSE 2
G#sus4                       F#sus4
I am your joy and your regret
G#sus4                          A7M
I am your fury and your elation

G#sus4                           F#sus4
I am your yearning and your sweat
G#sus4                               A7M
I am your faithless and your religion

HOOK
Db    Gb              Ab
I see you altering history
Db    Gb               Ab
I see you abusing the land
Db       Gb             Ab
I see you and your selective amnesia
G#sus4              A7M
and I love you still
A7M                 G#sus4
and I love you still

BRIDGE (I couldn't figure out the chords for this part!
Sorry!)
Haya...haya...haya...haya...
Background voices (at the same time as haya)
I see you adverting your glances I see you cheering on war
I see you ignoring your children And I love you still
And I love you still, I see you altering history
I see you abusing the land I see you and your selective
amnesia
And I love you still and I love you still

VERSE 3 (Same as verse 1)
I am your tragedy and your fortune
I am your crisis and delight
I am your prophets and your profits
I am your art I am your bytes
I am your death and your decisions
I am your passion and your plights
I am your sickness and convalescence
I am your weapons and your light

HOOK (same as above)
I see you holding your grudges
I see you gunning them down
I see you silencing your sisters
And I love you still
And I love you still
I see you lie to your country
I see you forcing them out
I see you blaming each other
And I love you still
And I love you still

BRIDGE:
Haya...haya...haya...haya...
Background voices :
I see you holding your grudges I see you gunning them down
I see you silencing your sisters And I love you still
And I love you still, I see you lie to your country
I see you forcing them out I see you blaming each other
And I love you still, and I love you still

Acordes


